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About the FOUNDATION Project
FOUNDATION is an Interreg Europe funded SME Competitiveness project that brings together nine partners in a
consortium led by Cork Institute of Technology. The project is focused on supporting regions pre and post shocks and
closures of anchor tenants in their industrial ecosystems. The impacts of a closure of course go beyond direct
employees and ripple, wave like throughout the regional services sector and economy. Management of such
anticipated structural change requires proactive renewal of business approaches and policy supports.
In the wake of COVID-19 the FOUNDATION partnership wishes to share information, training opportunities and good
practices with external stakeholders to support them in accessing information to plan for the future. Whilst our
medical professionals fight this pandemic on the front line, collaborative sharing by regional stakeholders can support
resilience of all regions across Europe and further afield in enabling them to adapt to what is unprecedented change.
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Developing Resilience in your Firm

Strengthened Resilience through Shock

Reggio Emilia Restarts it's Economy

The recovery from Nokia mobile business
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SME Resilience Responses

Flexible startup QuietOn adaptation

SME Approaches to COVID-19

QuietOn’s main product is active noise

What does a taco shop, a physical therapist

cancelling earplugs. However, with the

and an expert event planner have in

COVID19 pandemic almost totally closing

common? Rather than a joke, Forbes
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Good Practices from FOUNDATION Partner Regions

Interactive Map Driving Tourism

Don't Fall Behind: Turin Response

As communities begin to emerge from the

The Metropolitan City of Turin’s ecoris3

Covid-19 pandemic, Cork County Council has
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Data Helping Start-Ups Grow

Oura rings to catch COVID-19 symptoms

Amazon Web Services and Enterprise Ireland
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whether its smart rings can detect COVID-19

innovation and growth. Read more...

symptoms early. Read more...

Clusters & Industry Sector Responses

Imagineer Your City, Your County

Single Point for COVID Tenders

The Covid-19 pandemic, inspired community
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